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Opportunities
Science in Action Lab

The Science in Action Lab allows the Museum the
flexibility to cover various science related topics such
as paleontology, biology, chemistry, engineering,
mathematics and technology. The Science in Action
Lab is open during our busiest times of year: summer,
weekends and during school breaks and special
events.

Investigation Lab
Nature Nook

The Nature Nook is a special place for young children to enjoy hands-on, STEM-driven fun featuring
“Book in the Nook” story time, meeting live animals,
crafts, and lots of time for interactive, creative play.
The Nature Nook is especially designed for children
ages 1 through 7, and the space promotes interaction between children and their grownups, an important aspect of early childhood learning. Trained
staff design and facilitate educational interactions to
provide children with an opportunity to learn about
the world around them.

Our newly created Investigation Lab is an interactive
space where visitors and school groups engage in
scientific exploration. This staffed area of the Museum
immerses the public in activities designed to ignite
curiosity about the natural world and science.

Animal Care

All of our live animals are an integral part of the
educational programming we offer. We use them
both on and off-site, from camps to school tours
to Scout badge programs. They not only make the
programs more engaging, but they also help teach
lessons that are difficult to grasp with just discussion,
photos, and videos alone.

Title
Sponsor
$5,000

Exhibit
Sponsor
$3,000

Community
Sponsor
$1,000

Logo listed for 1 year near exhibit
Mention on Social Media to 14,000 followers
on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
Name in Discovery magazine
mailed 3x per year to 2,000 Members
Mention in eNewsletter sent to 5,000 subscribers

For more information, contact Darcie Martin, 302.658.9111, ext. 303, dmartin@delmnh.org
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